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ABSTRACT
. .

.

During the past-few years, a great deal of research has been done in

the area'-df "compliance-message" tactics and strategies. Althougn
C researchers

have demonstrated relationships between the use oftacticS ancl iuch variables

as situatton, relatibriship, gender, age, and cognitive.cOmplexity, no

)

theoretical framewOrk exists tor incbrporating different 'findings into

a coherent perspective on this process. The purpose of this paper was

todevelop a theoretical framework in which to view ',compliance-message"

studies, and to provide a partial test of the framework. The study proposes

,an axiomatic, rUes-based theory of interpersonal persuasion, and tests

assumptions concerning the use of tactics within interpersonal persuasion

episode.:- Three rules cbncerning theuse of taCtics in episode's were

discovered', and recommendations for future research were proposed.
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Froethe rit ngs of Aristotle to popular advice proclaiming theall-hits,

no-misses w to get what you want,"[2] tgctics and strategies effective j_n'influ-

encing t ehavior of others continue to arouse.both academic and general.

interes Beyond its ability to generate interest, however, the art.of

persuds on constitutes an importantvsocial skill, as Weinstein notes:

the,socialization process is defined as equippingindividuals
tb function as participating memberb oP society, no set of skills

(except the prerequisite linguistic ones), is as essential to partidi-

pating in sOciety as the skills enabling people to get others to think,

feel, or da what''they want them to do.[3]

Although a great deal of adVice concerning persUasion has been generated

thrOughout the years, the focus here ii on a body of research initiated.by

Marwell an& Schmitt.[4] Inspired by the work of French and Raven;[5] .Etzioni,[6]

Kelman,[7].and Parsons [8] in the areas of Power and influence, Marwdll and Schmitt

developed a list.of sixteen persuasion techniques that could be gsed,in face7

to-facp inflUence.situations. 'Since the publication of their work, authors

have used, added to, or deleted-from the techniques in the Marwell and

SchMitt typológi, in eff'orts to determine the iMPact of such.variables.as

situation, reiationship, cognitive comple3sity, communication apprehension, .

age, and gender on the choice of persuaiion teChniques. Far from Bowere[9]

complaint that pleorists focusing on strategic behaviors in persuasion and

conflict situations had done little toward identifying techniques beyond

threats or promises, resdai.chers in.interpersonal perSUasion have identified

nearly fifty unique techniques wnich persuaders or.persuadees may use
,-

,(see Table One).

The epistemic rdots of interpersohal persuasion are found in Concepts

of powers, although researchers in persuasion,[10] confiict,[11] and argument[12]

have contributed to the 4nderstanding of.persuasion techniques, As Seibold

and Thomas note, the area.of interpersonal persuasion represents a blending

of other foCi. in communbcation, and has been researched under the rubric c:)

"compliance-gaining message studies."(13]

. Despite the seemingly productive marria.ge of.persuasion and interpersonal

communication, "compliance-message" research (hereafter referred to as

interpersonal persuasion) has suffered from three major shortcomings. First,

research in interpersonal persuasion has suffered*from a lack of identity

with any particular theoretic perspective. .While some concepts of interpersonal

communication have been\applied to interpergonal persuasion situations-j

e.g,, the impact of reIlationgl development on persuasion technil4ue choice--

the findings in interpersonal persuasion research have_not been relatedback

to theories of interpersonal communication. Research tends to be variable-

oriented, with findings from different'authors often unrelated and odcasionally

contradictory. No theoretic assumptions or framework exist fot reconciling

contradictory findings on the impact of different variables on'Eèchnique

selection.

Furthermore, this area lacks a vocabulary which woula enable researchers

to compare results more,easily. For example, the words "strategy" and."tactic"

are used by conflict researchers to refer to -Ewa different entities. King

elaborate$ the issue:
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;A strategy is a general plan of action designed.by the'influencer

to accomplish specific gbels. For example,.if you wished:to moN1

the proverbial obstinate mule, legend has it that you have two
,

Available strategiese the carrot or the stick . Once a parti-,.

pular strategy haS been selected, speCific tactics are. developed,

to implemen-Cthe gene2A1 plan to stTategy, e%.g.., how hard to hit ,

the mule with the'stick, or how fat'in front4Of the mule to placeD

the carrot.[14]
v

In interpersonal persuapion research, "tactic" and rstrategy" are used inter-

changably and often refer to the same'entity within-a single study. Marwell and

SchRitt referto,thdir,generated messages as "tethniques'!..; Miller et al.q151

call the same messages "strategies." Later resees.rch, e.g., McLauglilin et al.,[16]

refers to the cluster of.thessages as "strategy" -and the specific messages as

"tactics."'. Clearly, part of building a theory to account for behavior in in'ter-

personal persuas4.on situations would be.the construction, of a vodabulary which

could clarlfy and'tie together the conclusions of research in the arpa.

A secohd major shortcoming of interpersonal persuasion research.concerns

the relationships of tactics to strategies. Despite repeated research, he

five typOlogies of "compliance-gaining" and two typologies of "compliance-

resisting"'techniques developed thus'far4have produced different clusters of

messages. There appear to be three'rea'son: for.this: (1) Messages for the'

cluster analysis have been generated in different ways, ither deductively

from'past research,",or inductivelyhaving respondents generate messages,

or by a combinatiori\of the'twO methods. Even'within similar methods, however,

clusters of messages.differ.[17] --(2) Messages forthe cluster
analysis have

always been situation bound.
Respondentshave,been'exposed to persuasion-

messages (or teChniques) only as they relate to'a hypothetical situation.

Marwell ancItSchmittnote the danger in this:,

Within each_situation any given technique may be poorly or

well represented by our example and thus provide a more or

less accurate description of the respondent's tepdencyto

use the technique.[18]

Thus, clusters of-interpersonal persuasion techniTles exist only in regard

to situations, and differ across situations. Further, a message may, make less

sense to a respondent in one situation than in another. (3) Message's haye

always been clustered on the basis of their likelihood of being used in a

particular situation. Rather than finding clusters of Messages that have'been

generated on the,basis of what they mean in relationship to one'snother,

clusters heve'been generated in terms of the messages'.meaning for a eituation...

Not only.are clusters situation-bound, then;. clusters may ndt reflect a logic

in content Which might apliea2 had they been generated on the basis of their

meaning,.
t

A final shortcoming in interpersonal persuasion research is the cOnthsion

concerning the relationship of "cbmpliance-gaining messages to "compliance-

' resisting" messages. McLdughlin et,al, argue that "compliance-resisting"

-'71
messages may be simply a special case of the more general of ",compliance-

gaining" messages; i.e., they are,not a uniqueSet of messages. Hazelton,

Holdridge and Liska differ:

In contrast, we thee two distinct charaCteristics of compliance;

. resisting situations,which suggest they may be,conceptualized,\Ap

least initially, as unique and not a special case of, compliancer-

gaining. First, compliance resisting is a response behavibr and
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presumes a prior communitation 17etween participants. The

.study:of complj.an egaini.ng dbes not necessitate Such an

assumpition. Secon , there ate options available to the

resister:vhi.ch are' dt.iA* to be used' py the person

"igaining-b0Mpliance.(.49)

There are three reasons why Hazeiton'et al.'s,conclusion'is as yet un-

warranted% First, examination o T le One, reveals messages that are c mmon

to boAhCompliancevaining" and c lianceTreSisting" typologies. Whi e

there may be some options. .open to' heresister that are not open'to'the er-

suader, no exclusive set of resist nce messages have been fOund'for rési ters

of persuasion to date,

.Second, Razelton, et arg ent assumes a linear notion of the influence

situation; i.e., A sends message M-a to B; and B'sends message M-bback tO A.

The assumption i that-the set of Me ages M-a does not pverlap the set of

messages. M-b. Yet..is entirely possib efor person A, originally perceived as

.i.the 'persuader,' to become a persuades n thecOurse'of an interpersonal infltence

situation... The roles'of, persuader and persuadee.are not fixed-l-they fluctuate.

For example, considerva situation in w ich perbon, A freque4ly borrows'money

froM person B. A,again wants to borrp money, and approaches B to Persuade B

to lend A' money. B'May not only resiss the pereuasion attempt,: but may turn

.theevent'arOund by trying.to persuad e. that borrowing moneT,is wrong, orthat

A should manage money better, etc. 'Fur her', the event may again turn as A -

acknowledges B's right to influence A, ou agein'regews the persuasion attempt. .

Although B is 'initially perceiVed as.th perepacjee, at some point in theepiSode

.B becomes a persuader. Thus, a varietY f communicative options are:open to

both pairtiCipants in an'interpersonal pe suasion episode, depending upon the
I

. enactment.
I

f'

.4- .4

,*\
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Finally, differences between "compliance7gainine,and "compliance,-,resist.;.

ing" messages are largely artifactual. 'ven whefe messages haVe been generated

InT the respondents, they.have alwayebeen as the.respondent saw himself di .

herself as a'persuader cr a persuadee. Messages hav2,not'been generated or

studied dyadically-i.e., by asking respondents what Both people can say in the

epiSode, or betAr yet, by observation of actual influence,attempts. If, mes-

sages to persuade-are inherently differentfrom messages to'feSist persuasion,

they should be differentiatedain cluster analysie which uses content as the

organizing scheme. 4

In summary, three shOrtcomings exist in interpersonal persuasion research:

lack of a theoreLcal framewotk, lack of'!'a clear'relaionship of'tactici to

strategies, and confuSiOn concerning The distinction between tactics used to

persuade and tactics used to resist persuasion. ThiSetudy is designed to

alleviate the shortcomings by proposing a theoretical frameWotk for studying

interpeesonal perSbasion, Ptovide a test of the,franewo"rk, and clarlfy relation-

ships between different tactics and their strategie,s.

'

Domain of Intefpersonal Persuasion Research

The defining characteristic of interpersonal persuasion 4search has been

its focus on the identification of various messages people use to indude coop-

'eration in.another person or to resist such attempts. Research in this area

has relied upon an "expanded view of persuasion"[20] which acknowledges the

interdependence of the participants in an interpersonal persuasion episode.
b

Persuasion, as ReardOn notes



. .
is not something-one person does to another. It ia a

means by which persOna &assist eaph other in the shaping Of.

'their private'and sharedversions'of'realay.[21]

Although the term "interpersonal peisuasiOn" is'somewhat problemaLic in that

it may connote an outdgtad notion.,of the intelTersonal communication proCe'ss

(two,people in-fade7to-face. interaction), the term refers rto'communAatiOn

events ranging along an interpersonal-honinterpersonal continuum, is.Miller,

suggested:16r interpersonal communiCa-eion episadeq. The interpersonai-nonintar-

personal continuum is "shbwn in.the variety of tactiCsdIstrateqies:aVailable

to participants in interpersonal persuasion episodes.%. while 4410 exquaive set

of.tactics have bedn identified for interpersonal versus noninterpersbWal

episodes, there are sothe tactics which are more effecti7e in

contexts than non-interpersonal,contexts. For example, the

cost," in which the participant arguea that cooperation (or

be harmful to the relatfonshipe.would be far more effective

relationship than in a noninterpersonal one. ,

-interpersonal /

tactic "interpersonal
lack of, it) will-
in an established

A. .
. .

The definition of interipetsonal persuasion.offered here is'adapted from

Reardon's wonk pn persuasion. She argues that persuataion ocCurs when a threat
/-% .

to goals is observed and When the threat is suffiCiently important to warrant

the expenditure of effort involved in persuasion. Further, Ae"argues that

persuasion-is 'something people do with one another, and interpersonal persuasion

.
i .

.

A
.

.'. '. is an attempt to bring the,.rules of the other inEeradtant(s)
in line with one's own. AS such,:.it is a formpf coordinated manage-

ment of meaning, but it's original goal is to obtain that coordinatión

without having to relinquish or accommodate the perpuader2s own rule,
.

1

set.(22)

. ,

Two characteristics of ReardOn's definition.should be expanded. Firit, there

may not be a threat to goals. For example; consider.the situation Where A wants

to borrow money from B. .There is no threat tO A's goafs nece'searily (unless B

refuses to lend the money)',.but it is nonetheless peYstiasiOn. A better way bf

'. definini the generating forte for interpersOnal persuasion episodes would be ,

to say that there is a threat to A's goals or that A's.goals are dependent*pon

_ B's cooperation. Second, the definition stateA that interpersonalpeaSion
is an attempt to bring the rules of the other intvractant(s) in line wifth One's

own. It may be that the rules are the same for all interactantbe in which ca"se

persuasion might also be, the prOcess of determining fahich rules apply to the

situation. In the previous example, both A and B Mi t share similar rules

concerning borrowing money in general, but the pers ion attempt may be an

effcrt.to determine if there are othbf rules which superpede rules,governing

the borro0;ing of money (e.g'pxtreme need). -In either case, the interpersonal

persuasion process is,one in which participants1Will negotiate appropriate rules

for behavior. C,.... ,. ' rr .

.

'

Interpersonal persuasion is therefore: (1) a conscious endeavor; (2) a

goal-directed endeavOr;' (3) a choice-laden activity; (4) characterized by mutual

influence and interdependence; ,(5) characterized by efforts to teach a Mutually

satisfactory outcome; and (6) guided by rules which are.both _Imposed upOn

(relationship extrinsic) and negotiated by (relationship intrinsic) bY the

participant's. Additionally, interpersonal persuasion is asaumed to be episodic,

following phasic development: initiation, rule-ddfinition, rule confirmation,'

strategic development, and termination:[23]
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/ A Vocabulary of.InterperSonal Per'suasin

. ..
. -

This section will definesome terMS.crucial to the development of a theory

of.interpersonal persuasion. The term:8 '"A" and "B" willrefer to perticip4ilts

originally (i.e:i at the beginning of an episode) defined as.the persuader and
,.

the persuadee, respectively.
.

,-- .

Episodes: stereotypical interaction.sequences which occur' within a cul-

turel:environment.[24] 'They are.defined by both,societal and:individual expec-

tations, and participants 7,an distinguish them on the basis Of syMbolic,

tentoral, or physical hounaries. 'What constitutes'an epiatiode is defined by

the cultUral milieu, and participants recognize the horms";, 'rules, and expecte-

tions that apply:to episodes. .For examplet''in the *inetanCe where A wishe6 to; * 4

., borrow Money from'S, A is aware,, etoleast implicitly,.-that there are certein

till* and places where it is best to make the request,. nd9rtain'times.
places, and methods that are not fikely to_be effectiVe in making the. request. .

An episode begins.when°A initiates thg request, and ends when the request is

,.104t, denied or modified.

'Me

Ih his initial workon the coordinated management of meaning, Pearce argued -

that there were three types of episodes 410communication encounters.[25]. Epi-

sode-1 consists of culturally sanCtioned patterns of meaning and behavior, and it

exists independently of any partioular individual'or dyad.- Episode-2 exists-in

the mind of the individual--it is,,the. rules governing interperson41 persuasion

which the individwl has bedome aware of through past .exiDerj,ence. Finally,

°Episode-3.consists of the created episode.when tw9 people engage in communication.

.Episode-3 is.the jointly produced'interpretationof'a particulat.communication

event. Thus, when people communicate, Episode -1 provideta repetoire of behavior,

frfon whiCh the individuals select an Episod0,2 fqr the particular situation,

and then enet en'Apisode-3 with the otiler person.

Cronen, P,earce ''arld Snavely have idengfied the formS which an, Episode-3

47 may take:" elii4matic epiSodes (the actors )Cliow a pattern exists but.cannot

interpret it), alienating episodes (the actors know what is happening and

.hOw to'act, but actions seem inconsistent with self-concept), coordinated

conversation (actOrs perceive-a developing pattern under their control),

positiye..spirals (each act.by one persOn leads,to a more favorable response

from:the other), perfunctory rituals (the rules leave little latitude. for .

.behavior and the episode has little4neaningfOr tte actors),.and value

expressive rituals (the' episode rules'leave little latitude for behavior

but the epissde holds great meaning for.the individual).[26] It seems pote

likely for interpersonal persuasion to occur in-one of the first th5p4

kinds of episodes, rather than in the last three....

.

Situational Fe : aspects of the context of..en interpersonal

persuasion episod-d'iden fied by Cody and*McLaughlin,[27] which afiect its,

ehactment, including (1 the intimacy of the relationship; (2) A's antici-

pation of B's resistance; (3) personal benefits to Aqof B's coopeption;

(4) consequencei of B's cooperation; (5) dominance o5 either A or E in

the relationshlp; and (6) A's right to ask for cooperation, and B's right to

refuse cooperation. 'Recent research has csmfirmed the consietency of situational

perceptions.by groups of individuals.[281 Types of situations ere interpreted

.similarly within homogenorl grolips, and situations similar to one another

will evoke the same decisions. concerning situational dimensions..affecting

episode enactment.
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Episodic Structure: Oases of develoPment through which an episode
' progresses, inCluding initiation, rule defitrition, rule confirmation, strategic

development, and'term4nation. While phases are usually in sequence, some

recycling can occur. Addit*onally, some phases may be skipped-, e.g., initiation.

Interpersonal Task: the se-tof responses by-B which A is trying to elicit.[29]

Strategy: a generaliplan of action designed by A to accomplish the

interpersonal task.

TacticS: specific behaviors for enacting strategies, usually messages.

Rule: a followable prescription that indicates what behavior is obligated,

preferred, or prohibited in-a certain context.[30]

Outcomesttle result of interpersonal persuasion, involving rule .changes
of four types[31]: (1) Acqui.espence, occurring when B relinquksbes the rule in

44uestion- (2) Accommodation, occurring when'rule revfsion rather than complete

acceptance occurs. (3) Compromise, occurring when both A and B revise their

rules.' (4) Coadjuvancy, occurring when A and B work together to generate
a mutually satisfying set of rules. -Like compromise, rule-revision occurs,

but the rules are negotiated. In,addition, np rule change may pccur, e.,

there may be an immediate recognition of the applicable rules and both 'A

and B agree on what they are. :

Appendix One contains a sample conversation illudtrating the various

vocabulary %ems.

A Theagy of Interpersohal Persuadion.

Tbe,approach -.aken in this sttidy'is to use the assumptions of rules-theory

to jielp explain interpersonal persuasion. Several authors have identffied,

- issueshich must be addressed in'bui14..ing rules-theory. We must know how

episodeare.-genevated7 how episodes generate'practical force, and 'the
,decessary and sufficiersitAiditions for task accomplishment.[32] Further,

'we must be,able to falify the in other Words,. it must be testable.[331 .

AlthOugh Shiminoff argued that .Leo y Instruction-from the rules perspectivI e

was still too new to have developed axiomatifc theories, Reardon has .

discussed persuasion.from a puiei perspective'and Smith has provided the
,-<-

-,

beginning of an axibmatic theory of persuasidn.[34] ' The apppoach.taken here.is
--,

to use Reardon's'a8sumptionS and Smith's axioms as a starting point to build

an axiomatic,tory of internersonal persuasion. In-building an'axiomatic

theory of intarpersonal persuasion, Hawes' definitionSof axiom, postulate,

and theorem till be uled.[35] An axiom is a statement assumed to be true; it ---,'

is not directly testable, and the terms in an axiom are abstrac. A postulate

. contains so e observable and some unobservable terms;it is derived from aH,

.axiom. Th orems are derived'either from axioms or from postulates; they

Contain obServable concepts, adthough,they are not directly testable. Theorems

are testediby derived hypothesee.

Six a ioms, one postulate, and five theorems are presented here,,as a '-

theory of interpersonal persuasion. The akioms constitute fundamental assumpi-

tions abo t the nature of communication behavior in general and of inter-

personal ersuasion in particular. The first three axioms and Theorem-3 are

adapted from Smith.

9
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Four axioms are offered as general assumptions concerning communication

behavior. They'are:

Axiom li "Humans are self-directed agents, having the capacity for choice."[36]

This axiom is based on the assumptions of rulestheory, which state that people

do not blindly follow causal paths, but that theT,create their own'realities

and choose their behavior from avaaable repetoires.

Axiom '2: "Humans,are goal-directed.agents, strivi.: to maxiMize rewards

and minimize punisXments."[37]
In.other Words, humanr6ehavior is rule-governed, and people° pse rules to create

situations most favorable to them.

Axiom 3:, "The external environment is apkoduct of human cognitive schematic

structures."[38] ,

The assumption behind this axiom is tthat to the extent there is'a "eality," it-

exists only in our perception and interpretation of it.

The fourth axiom has its origin in the work'of Pearce[39] and Cushman and

.Pearce.[40] Pearce argues that three interpretations of rules exist. In

Episode-1, there are ruleswhich are contained within.societal expectations

of behavior. People interpret the rules in'Episode-2, and Episodes-3 are th.

enactments-of rule-goerned cOmmunication behavior. Cushman and Pearce

suggest that Episode -2, or individual-interpretations of rules, are located

in the self-concept. They are learned and generated through interactions

with others.

Axiom 4: The rules Which guide individual behavior and inform individuals'

expectations of others' behavior are located in the self-concept.

Two additional axioms serve to define the interpersOnal persuasion process. "

.Reardon noted that persuagion is an intentional process.[41] Certainly, it.is

possible to inkluence another person without being aware of it;. for example,

a student may emulate a.teacher.whom s/he respected, without the teacher's

intention to influence the student persuasion, however, implies intentionality.

The fifth axiom is therefore: ,

Axiom 5: Persuasion is an activity which is the result of human action;

it is an intentional process.

-Finally, the sixth axiom concerns the structure, function, and process

of interpersonal persuasion. The definition offered.earlier Jtated that

interpersonal persuasion was guided by rules, with the interactants striving

to negotiate a mutually satisfactory outcome. The sixth axiom is aerived

from these assumptions:
A

Axiom 6: Interpersonal persuasion is an activity in which human beings

strive for coordinatiOn; it is not the result of simple information

processing. As such, the structure of interpersonal persuasion consistS

of rifles; the function of interpersonal persuasion is to regulate

consensFs; andfthe process of interpersonal persuasion is the adaptation

of rulee to achieve coordination.

,
A-postulate derived from Axiom 4 is guggested,nY.Reardon, who argues

that peoile are peAuaded by appeftls to consistency, appropriateness, and

effectiveness.[421at is, people are Pbrsuaded to behave in a particular
41

.

o ,,,

d
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manner because the per uader appeals to their Senses of cOnsistency (is this

behaviorin line wit my image of myself?); appropriateness (is this,behavior

"loroper" in this si ation?); and effectiveness (will this behavior achieve

my goals?). 'Fur'her, she-argues that to the extent that the.selconcept is UsOd

as a, genetatiremechanism for behavidr, 4ppeals to personal consistency 'will be

more effec'tic/e; when SituAtional constraints are more salient, appeals to appro-
,!

priatenessand effectiveness a're more successful.

Postulate: *.-Ah individual's..self-concept and the rules within'it

are'affected y the individual's assessment,of himself or-herself

as consisten.id appropriate, and/or effective Within 4 given .inter-

' personal persuasion episode. .
-t

\.

, The five it.heoreis presented here serve to'further defin the interpersonal

persu sion process: AXiom 6.states that the structure of the ferperdonal

persu sion process consists of rules. .From tl-N's axiom,a, the)L concerning

the use of tactics and strategies can be deri'Vedi

Theorem 1: Participants inlan interpersonal persuasion episOde -''"
, -

use tactics to invoke rules_for behavior. '

..

. . .
t .

Support for Theorem 1 is founa in Morri6 and Hopper, who arguethat two .

kinds-of talk charaoterize problem solving: remediation, or ru1.1 1

application; and legislation, or rule creation.(43] The authors claim that,

social change results from rule application more. 9ften than from rule

legislation. Tactics are methods of 1applying rales, in the interpersonal

persuasion situation.
.

.

A second theorem is derived from Axioms 5, 6, and the Postulate.' f .

According to AxiOm 6, the structure of inEerpersonal persuasion consists

of rules which are located in the self-concept'(Axiom 5). The Postulate states

that the Self-concept will be affected by asqessments of individUal behavior which

is consistent, appropriate, or effective within,a given episode. Tactics are

the method by which appOals to behavior are made.

Theorem 2:, ParticipantS in-an interpersonal, persuasion episode use tactics

to make appeals for consistent, appropriate; or effective behavior on the part

of the other: .

.-

'
ReardOn's discussion of the Marwell and Schmitt,tactics lend Support

to Theorem 2. She argues that the,tactics of moral appeal, positive and nega-

tive self-feeling, and ositive and negatiVe altercasting are appeals to self-

concept rules of consistency; while promise, threat, positive and negative

expertise, linking, pre-giving, aversive stimulation, debt, altruism, and

positive and negative esteem are appeals to self-concept rules of appropriateness.

Examination of Table One shows that the tactics of consegueAces and benefits

could be appeals,to self-concept rules of effectiveness.

, ,

.'

Axiom 6 stated that'the function of interpersonal persuasion isto regulate.

consensus; an outcome of that regulation is whether or not the persuader achieves,

\ his or her goals. Ifthe structure of interperponal persuasion is rules, then

the rules aPpealed to mUst be relevant to those-involved. Theorem 3 is adapted

\
from Smith:

Theorem "People will choose to comply with persuasive

messages specifying contextually relevant rules or prescriptions'

for.achieving'goalo more often than they will ccmply with messages

stipulating contextually irrelevant rules."[44]
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Finally, the last two theorems deal With the process of interpersonal
)persuasion,,which is the adaptation of rules to achieve coordination (Axiom 6).

A definition of episode was given in the vocabulary section; it is argued

here.that.interpersonal persuasion is'episodic.

Theorem 4: ,Interpersonal nersuasion is episodic, progressing

through phases of episodic3'development, and directed toward some

interpersonal task.

.Episodes7 (enactments of rules designed to achieve_coordination) can'take

one of six forms. How the episode is defined will depend upon individual

( perceptions, as the 'final theorem states:

Theorem 5: .The definition of an interpersonal persuation episode will be

the result of the participants' perceptions'of situational features, and

outcomes of.the episodes..

Givep the th,ory in its present form, how have the exectations for building

theory from therules perspective been met? ,, First, what tasks generate interpersonal

persuasion episodes? Episodes occur when A perceives that his or her goals

are either threatened by,or dependent upon person B, and the threat or dependency

is sufficient'to warrant an exiehditure of energy by A. In other words,.a

shOrtcoming or .threat in the environment perceived by an individual to be signi-

ficant'will generate an interpersonal persuasionepisode, Obviously, the

threshold of significance will vary between individuals. For example, a perbon

who'objects to cigarette smoke may not attempt to'persuade an individual nut to

smokb if the time spent in the vicinity of the smoker is negligible. However,

the same person might try to persuade an office mate not to smoke becauAe ofzthe

'amount of tithe spent together.

444'

Secqjid, how.do episodes generate practical forge? The practical force of

an episode will be the resultof the participant's interpretatjon of the situ-

ational features, where the consequenceS of generating the episode are signi-.

ficant,'creatirig high practical force, or not significant, creating negligible

practical force. Again, the necessity, like significance,,will depend upon

individual.perceptions. -------

What are the necessary and sufficient conditionsfor task accomplishitent?

Interpersonal persuasion has been defined as the "attempt" at bringing. another's

.
rules in iline with one's own, not necessarily the accomplishthent.*--...The attempt

may result in ',five outcomesI no rule change, acquiescence, acCommodation, compro-

mise, or coadjuvancy. Even.if A does not acdomplish his or her original inter-'

personal task, task accomplishment.will be met througp one of the five outcomes.

Finally, how c
First, it Could be
by rules. Theorem
behavior: ff this
within the tactics,
their use: This as

n this.theory be falsified? Three methods are possible.

s'tiówn that interpersonal persuasion episodes are not guided

1 states tht tactics are means for invoking rules for
-

is so, respondents should bp able to. reclognize patterns

and be able. to judge them consistently 4'ith regard to

sumption will be tested in the present.study.

Second, the theory could be falsified by Showing 4 lack*of relationOhip

between the rule-generating mechanism apd the behavior affected.

case of the theory presented here, no relationship between the seIf-ooncept

and in erpersonal persuasion behavior, would have to be found. Third, '.

a lack f a measurable practical force.for the ep.,.Sodes could be shoyn,

12
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This would involve gauging the effectiveness of tactics with regard to a

.particular matrix of situational features and a,particular person. Previous

researdh has indicated that certain tactics teve,been assessed as more effec-.

tive:in some situations than othersvhowever, no measures have yet been made

of the necessity of initiating an interpersonal_persuasion episode. The second

and third methods offalsifying the theory-wIll be addressed in future research.

Research Questions

Four questions are posed by 'this study; three of them arising froM

the shortcomings in previous research: The first question arises in regard to

the relationship of tactits to strategies. As it was argued earlier., no enduring

clusters of tattics constituting strategies have been found. Further, the

clusters identified have been generated on tte basis of the likelihood of tactic

use within a situation. The first qUestion.td be addressed by,this study is:

Q-1: Can clusters of tactics constituting strategieb be identified

on the basis Of the content of the tactics? ,

Related to the first ssaion is disagreement over wheLer resistance tactics

are inherently different from tactics to persuade, as Hazelton et al. claim, or

if they are similar, aS McLaughlin etel. argue. The second question is therefore:

Qr2: Cah tactics to resist persuasion be differentiated from tactics

to persuade on the bdsis of their content?

A third research questicin concerns to overall nature of talk in the

interpersonal persuasion episode. In research thus far, only the actual tactics

a participant would use have been studied. No attention has been paid to the

'other talk which constitutes tfie rest of an interpersonaf persuasion episode.

Is everything said in the episode taotical, or are there non-tactical (e.g.,

questions and statements.of fact).messages that can be exchanged in the episode?

Q-3: Can messages identified theoretically as non-tactical be

distinguished from tactical statements on the basis of their content?

The final question to be answerea by this study concerns the relationship

of tactics to rules. If tactics are_methods of invoking rules for behavior,

judgments of the tactics should reflect some knowledge of general rules governing

'interpersonal persuasion episodes. The final qtlestion is therefore:

Q-4: Can general rules concerning interpersonal persuasion be

di,scernedfrom the judgments resvOndents make concerning tattics?

Method

One hundred arid four students enrolled in communication classes at the

University of Southern California participated in the study. The majority of

the respondents were attending,classes on a,full-time basiS, majoring in social

science area's. Their age's ranged from 18 to 31, with/an average age of 21 years.

Fifty-four respondents were 'female; 27 were male)--and 24 declined to answer.

Sixty-seven of the respondents were Caucasian, with 14 respondents reporting

other ethnic affiliations and 24 declining to answer.



Respondents were asked to sort'slips of paper on which statements correspon-

ding to interpersonal persuasion tactics were written.[45] Forty-eight- statements

were adapted from the tactics listed in Table One and were written in such a

way that they could be used by eitherta persuadee or a persuader in the course

(:)f an interpersonal persuasion episode. For example, promise, defined in Table

One as "A promises some x'in exchange for compliance," was written as "Promising

something in exchange for getting your' way." Additionally, eight statements were

adapted frot sales IPA Coding scheme and included as examples of non-tactics[48]

(as/cs & offers information, opinion, & suggestions, expresses agreement & disagreement).

While it could be argued that everything said in an episode is strategic,in that

t is directed toward some goal, typically the tactics identified in,previous

research have been in the form "do x because y." Exchanges concerned with infor-

mation, oPinions, isuvgestions, and agreement have.not been identified as tactical

in previous research. Further, the IPA categories have been used successfully

and reliably in the past to identify verbal behavior. Thus, they.are presented

as examples of non-tactics tO determia& whether-there are kinds of behavior,

distinct from the reason-giving behavior, typically associated with tactic.

Finally,.two other statements were added; one was a,reflection ot a tactic which

could not be written from both the persuader's and the persuadee's point of view

(reasonable). The other appeared as a tactic in conversations previously

analyzed by the author, but has never been identified as.a tactic in typology

research. The tactic frequently appeared in conversations as "I'd do it for

you'," and became "Telling pie other person you would cooperate with him/her if

the situation were reversed." All items,were randomly Assigned identification

numbers to avoid any biases inherent in a sequential numbering pf items.

Participants were asked to sort the statements into no less than three piles

and no more than eleven.piles, where each pile'reflected statements similar in

content to one another. Respondents were told that the statements represented

tactics which could be used as part of a.strategy by either of two participants

in a conversation. After sorting the statements into piles, the partic4ants

were asked to rate each pile of statements,as a whole'along a set of five

seven-point scales: (1) intimate--not intimate (intimacy); (2) first thing I'd

say-last thing I'd say (likelihood); (3)'likely to hurt a relationship-likely

to help a relationship (consequences); (4) not likely to get cooperation-likely

to get cooperation (effectiveness); and (5)_good to use-bad to use (appropriateness).

Thus, a person makingthree Piles of statements used three sets of scales. Res-

pondents used the full range of possible discriminations, with most respondents

making eleven piles of statements.

A frequency matrix was computed for the items. The 58 x 58 /4:trix consists

of the proportion of the time in which two tactics occur within the ,ame pile.

As there are no existing programs to compute frequency matrices, a program was

written for use on a microcomputer to produce the matrix. The matrix, was

analyzed lasing elementary linkage analysis,[47] which assumes that clusters of items

or characteristics can be defined so that all members within a cluster are more

similar.to one another than they are to ncnmembers of a cluster.. The method defines

a linkage as the largest index of association which an item has with any other

item, so that each item is assigned to a cluster in terms of its highest index

of associaton. No arbitrary index of association is set a priori; rather,

the clusters and linkages emerge from the data. However, an a priori'definition

of significance may be set for the clusters. ClusterS are identified by finding

the highest index of association in the matrix, where the relationship is

reciprocal. This relationship represents a cetroid. Second order and higher

relationships are determined until the cluster.is completed. The next highest

reciprocal relationship is located, until all items have been classified within

a cluster.

14
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The strength of the relationships within each cluster are interpreted by

examining the frequency proportions. Those proportions which are .25 or less

are considered independent, those between .25 and .40 share a moderate rela-

tionship, those between .41 and .60 have a strong relationship, and propor-

tions over .60 indicate very strong relationships.(48] A significant cluster

is defined as one in which the centroid has a relationship in excess of .40,

and where all items with secondary or higher loadings have a relationship

of .25 or greater with at least one other member of the cluster.
' \

In addition to cluster analyiis, scale.values for the consequences and

effectiveness scales were reversed and central tendency measures were computed

for the 'items. Mean values for the items within the clusters are shown in

Table Two.

Results

Cluster analysis of the frequency proportion matrix produced nine clusters

and three centroids, all_significant. The clusters 4re illustrated in Figure

One, where a double arrow indicates a centroid and a single arrow indicates

a highest loading, with the head of the arrow indicating the relationship.

Cluster One consists pf seven out of the eight non-tactical statements,

in addition to four tactics identified by previous research. All the state-

n'ments are concerned with the exchange of information, opinions, and suggestions,

and the cluster has been labeled Information Processing. Overall, these tactics

as a group are rated more intimate, more likely to be sed, having positive

consequences, more effective, and more appropriate th n the other clusters

in the study.

Cluster Two is an oddity in'that its core consists of three tactics which

load on each other to form the main part of the cluster. The statements in

this cluster are concerned with-rejection, refusal to discuss, the problem,

and other behaviors which impede the identification of a mutually satisfactory

outcome, and is labeled Nonnegotiation. The tactics are ranked as less

intimate, less likely to be used, having negative consequences, less effect4.ve,

and less appropriate.

The statements in Cluster Three tended to be ranked neutrally by the

participants. The largest cluster consisted of tactics concerned with the

relationship between the participants and their identities, and is labeled

Identity Managing.

The items in Cluster Four were rated the most negative of all the clusters.

Items such as deceit, threat, and explicit rejection make up the Manipulation

strategy. Clusters Five and Nine, on the other hand, were ranked far more

positively, and are constituted by tactics which identify the Empathy and

the Negotiation strategies.

,

The remainder of the clusters tended to be rated neutrally on an overall

basis by the respondents: Expertise, Ingratiation, Negative Exchange,,Emotional

Appeals, Equivocation, and Explanation.

Since all the clusters and centroids identified were significant, the

first research question can be answered affirmatively: clusters of tactics

can be'identified on the basis of their content. Further, the content of

the clusters consistently constitute strategies which can be used by participants

in an interpersonal persuasion episode.
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The relationship of non-tactical to taptical statements formed the basis

for the third question. All but one Of the° non-tactical statements.appeared
in Cluster One,'with expresses disagreenent occurring in the Nonnegotiation

cluster. However, of all the statements, those in Cluster One are rated most'

positively. Rather than thinking of these statements as non-tactical and
therefore not within the'realm of interpersonal persuasion behaviors it

seems more productive to aook at them as a first-nttempt kind of strategy.

That is, participants may prefer to initiate episodes through an exchange of

information, and opinions, and only initiate the reason-giving'behavior associated

with tactics as a second method of gaining assent.

4

The final question concerned the existence of rules in the interpersonal

persuasion situation. Three rules are identifiable from the ratings of the

tactics in this study.1 These rules represent more general rules, and occur

at the Episode-1 levei. The first rule that becomes apparent concerns the
sequences in which 'tactics should be used. Given the preferene for
Information Procesing tactics,demonstrated by the reSpondents in this study,

-the first rule is:
ch2

R-1: Persuasion attempts should be initiated by statements-whioh
exchange information and/or simply request behavior from theother

erson.

A second rule emerging from the: cl..ta concerns the tactics which should

not be used under ordinary circumstances. Manipulative tactics are especially

seen as unlikely and unacceptable.

R-2: Manipulation tactics are dispreferred methods of persuasion

in interpersonal persuasion episodes.

Finally, respondents in this study show a tendency to reject tactics

which impede the identification of mutually satisfactory outcomes. A third

rule is therefore:

R-3: Participants in an inte9ersonal persuasion episode should

make an effort to cooperate with the other person.

Discussion

Several conclusions may be drawn from this study_ First, there appears

to be a logic underlying the content of interpersonal persuasion tactics which

is recognizable by the people Who use them. Tactics5Sorted bithe respondents

formed significant, internally consistent clusters which represent strategies.

Further, these tactics can all be reptesented by verbal statements in such a way

that a conversational coding scheme could be developed from the clusters.

Second, there are tactics which are most likely to be Used by a resister

of persuasion_rather than a person originally identified as the persuader ina

cohversation. The strategy consisting of nonnegotiation tactics is, with the

exception of expresses disagreement,'constituted by tactics which have been

identified as onans to resist persuasion. While,they could undoubtedly be used

by the:persuader should the persuasion attempt turn into a counter-persuasive'

effort, they are, none the less, tactics which are used to resi iather than

attempt persuasion. At the same time, it is equally apparent tAat all the

tactics are open to both participants in an interpersonal persuasion episode,

and there is no need to develop separatee coding schemes for persuaders and

persuadees.

1 6
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Third, a cluster of tactics and non-tactical statements was found which

is geared more toward information processing than toward providing reasons

why a 2erson should behave in a particular way. A. distinction can-tentatively

be draan between persuasive strategies .which'seek to convince a person that s/he

should behave in a particular manner and strategies which seed to ascertain if

thevperson:is able to.behave that way. Furthermore, the preference by respon-

dents for the information processing tactics reflects a common assumption

about the process of influencing others' behavior--lt is more acceptable tO

simply ask people to do something than it is to,resort to a variety0 of reasons

why they should behave that way. It seems likely that information processing

,statements will cpnstitute the bulk of conversation when actual interpersonal

persuasion episodes are examined.

There are several'limitations to the findings in this study: First, with

the eXception of the reasonableness 1.ctic, only one item was written to

reflect each tactic. One statement may not adequately represent -certain

tactics, and as a result, respondents may not,have been able to make consistent

judgment's concerning the intimacy, likelihood, consequences, effectiveness,

or appropriateness of the tactics. For example, the tactic new "information"

had low assOciatiOns with the members of an otherwise strong cluster. It may

be that in the absence of a conversation in which it occurred, respondents

were unable to clearly under4tand.the tactic. Other tactics probably suffered

from the same shortcoming.
.',

.
,

4
.

A second limitation concerns the sita and-nature of the sample. The

respondents in this study.represented a fairly homogenous groupyland the

majority (at least 50 were women. Differences between male4and female

choices of tactics in particular'situations has been noted in past research,.[49]

and it may. be that the findingshere'are more true for _female respondents

than for male respondents.

Finally, thdrjudgment of tactics in this study was based entirely on

the content of the statetents. Obviously, the meaning of a tactic may change,

depending upon the way in which it is said. A statement may look like a

nonnegotiation tactic in terms of content, but the modifying linguistic cues

may prove it to be agreement. Reliable estimations of tactic use will only

be determined through the observation of.actual inter-Personal persuasion

episodes.

There are three sets of questions which remain unanswered by this study

and Should be addressed in future research testing the theory. First, how

does the use of tactics guide episodic development? That is, are there tactics

used within the initiation and terminatiop phases of interpersonalrpersuasion

episodes? Currently, videotaped conversations representing interpersonal

persuasion episodes are being coded, and stochastic modeling of the speech

acts may help to provide answers concerning episodic development through

tactical use.

A second group of questiOns concerns the existence of societal rules

governing interpersonal persuasion attempts. Are there.rules which are

common to all episodes, or are persuasion attempts guided by idiosyncratic

rules. While the rules offered in the previous section are general, more rules

may be discovered through the examination of actual conversations. Unless we

are able to locate rules common to most interpersonal persuasion attempts,:

we are unlikely to make any meaningful predictions about the way people will

behave. Further, it will be difficult for us to identify effective means of

17
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behavior if there are no rules common to most episodes. One way of-locating

common.rules is to study episodes generated in a variety of relationship levels,

and to systematically alter situational features. Situational features will

provide cluses to,applicable rules, and different levels of relationships

can ihforma us concerning rules common, to all episodes.

Finally, what tacti:cs and strategies facilitate mutually acceptable outcomes?.

Are there tactics and strategies which are Mbre effective tlian others in developing

coordination? Answers to, these questions will serve a pedagological purpose in

helping people to,act more effectively in influence situations, and they can

be obtained through?a combination of observation and ellcitation of asSessmenes

from the participants. The conversations nowunder analysis have been combined

with self-report scales by the participants concerning their assessment of

situational feat4res, their satisfaction, and their perceived competency

in the situation. Relationships between the participants' perceptions of
the situation and analysis of their behavior should;begin to provide information

regarding effective behavior in interpersonal persuasion episodes.

The theory prasented in thiS study has been tested only in part, 4nd the

initial findinga re encouraging. Further work in testing the theory may
necessitate the addition of theorems which further define the interpersonal

persuasion process, er the formulation of alternative explanations for

interpersonal persuasion.behavior.
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TABLE 9NE s

Linguistic Form of Tactics and Their Origins

PROMISE: A promises B som'e X in exchange for -compliance.

PRE-GIVING: A gives some X to B before asking for

compliance.

LIKING: A acts friendly in order to put B in a

good mood before asking for compliance.

Pers ade Resist

x t

POSITIVE EXPERTISE: A tells B complianCe will be rewarding

due to the "nature of things"

NEGATIVE EXPERTISE: A tells B 'noncompliance will be harmful

due to the "nature,of things."

MORAL APPEAL: A tells B a moral person would comply.

-

POSITIVE SELF-FEELING: A tells B,that compliance will make

B feel good al)out.hiM/fierself:-

NEGATIVE SELF-FEELING: A tells B that noncompliance will

ma)ce B feel bad ,pout him/hersel:f.

POSITIVE ESTEEM: A\tells B that compliance will bring

respect from others.

NEGATIVE ESTEEM: A tells B that noncompliance will bring

scorn from others.

POSITIVE ALTERCASTING: A tells B that'a personwith good

qualities would copply.

NEGATIVE ALTERCASTING: A tells B that onlY a person with

bad qualitieh would refuse to comply.

"--
DEBT: A tells B compliance is owed because of past favors.,

.ALTRUISM: A asks for B's compliance because of exceptionalS,

need.

THREAT: A will punish B is B does not comply:

AVERSIVE STIMULATION: A punishes B and makes cessation

a

4ThOntigent upon B's compliance.

'NEGATIVE COMPARISON: A points out to B that no request

like this has been made in the past.

REASONABLENESS: A points out to B that no reasonable

person would ask for compliance.

PLEADING: A pleads with,B not to force compliance.



(Table One, cont.)
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Persuade Resist

HURT: A tells B how hurt s/he is by the request.

SURPRISED: A acts astonished that B would make the

nequest.

MUTUAL TALKS: A tells B they need to talk about it
r

more.

COMPROMISE: A tells B they can reach a compromise. x x

EXPLANATION: A asks B why S/he warlts compliance.

CONCESSION:. A offers B less than full Compliance.

." SIMPLE REFUSAL: A refulses to comply with B's request.

NO DISCUSSION: A tells B s/he won't discuss the request.

NO OtLIGATION: A tells B s/he has no obligation to comply.

CONSEQUEtiCES: A explaine, to B the negative consequences

of Als cOmpliance.
,

BENEFITS: A explains to.B the positive benefits of

A's noncompliance.

HINTING: A hints at requested behavior.

DECEIT: A lies about the difficulty of the requested

behavior.

SIMPLE STATEMENT: A asks B to comply,

DISCLAIMER: A disavows negative implications,of behavior

while asking for compliance.

CHOICE: A tells B the choice of action is up to B.
*

OBLIGATION TO OTHERS: A tells B of obligation to.others

beside A to comply.

EMPATHY: A expresses understanding of B's position while. .

asking for compliance.

NO SELF-INTEREST: A disavows any benefit from B's compli-

ance.

NO SELF-AUTHORITY: A disavows any authority on subject

matter while asking for t's compliance.

PERSONAL REJECTION: A rejects B as person in relationship

.as. result of noncompliance.

INTERPERSONAL COST: A tells B that compliance will hurt

the relationship.

EXPLICIT REJECTION: A uses obscene language to refuse

compliance.

23
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Persuade Resist

EQUIVOCATION: A tells B eaCh will decide what each

one wants to do.

REJECT WITH ALTERNATIVES: A riefuses compliance while

offering alternatives to B.

,CHARACTER APPEAL IA tells B that B should trust A to

know what is 1?est..

NEW INFORMATION: A exposes previously anknown information

to B as reason for moncompliance.

FALSE COMPROMISE: A,indicatts willingness to coMpromise while

reaffirmng self-interest:

IRRELEVAhT EXPERTISE: A disavows any interest'in the cost
of noncompliance while refusing to comply.

[A indicates speaker, B indicates listener]

Sources of Tactics:

Ruth Anne Clark, "The Impact of Self-Interest and Desire for Liking on the

Selection of Communicative Strategies," Communication Monographs, 46 (1979),

257-273.

Michael J. Cody, Margaret L. McLaughlin, and William J. Jordan, "A

Multidimensional Scaling of Three Sets of Compliance-Gaining Strategies,"

Communication Quarterly,.28 (1980), 34-46.

Michael J. Cody, Margaret L. McLaughlin, and Michael J. Schneider, "The.

Impact of Relational Consequences and Intimacy on the Selection of Interpersonal

persuasion Tactics: A Reanalysis," CorcLicamun, 29 (1981), 91-106.

Toni Falbo, "Multidimensional Scaling of Power Strategies," Journal.of

Personality and Social Psychology, 35 (1977), 537-547.

Mary Anne Fitzpatrick and Jeff Winke, "You Always Hurt the One You Love:

Strategies and Tactics in Interpersonal Conflictt"-ComMtniCation Quarterly,

27 '(1979), 3-ll.

Vince Hazelton, William Holdridge and Jo Liska, "Toward a Taxonomy of

Compliance Resisting Communication,- paper presented at the Western Speech

Communication Association Convention, Denver, Co., February, 1982.

Gerald Marwell ard David R. Schmitt,,"Dimensions of Compliance-Gaining

Behavior: An Empirical Analysis," Sociometry, 30.(1967), 350-364.

Margaret L. McLaughlin, Michael J. Cody, and Carl S. Robey, "Situational .

Influences on the Selection of Strategies to Resist Compliance-Gaining Attempts,"

Human Communication Research, 7 (1980), 14-36.

William J. Schenck-Hamlin, Robert J. Wiseman, and G. N. Georgacarakos,

"A Typology of Compliance-Gaining Strategies and the Logic of Their

Underlying Use," p'aper presented to the International Communication Association

Convention, Acapulcdt Mx., May 1980.
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TABLE TWO
Clusters, Their Items, and Mean Values for Scales

Inforlation Processing

*asks. opinions

*asks suggestions
*expresses agreement
*asks for information
*offers'Suggestibgs
simple statement
explanatibn
reject w/ alternatives
*offers information.
*off.,re opinion
new amformation

Overall mean

Nonnegotiation

personal rejection
simple refusal
no discussion
*expressing disagreement
drrelevant expertise
no obligation,
false compromise

overall mean

Identity Managing
-

negative altercasting
moral appeal
positive altercasting
reasonable--P ,

reasonable--R
obligation to others

- positive esteem
oositive self-feeling
negative self-feeling
interpersonal cost c

negative esteem
no self-interest

overall mean

Int Like Cons fft Appr

3.22 2.45 2.45 2.64 2.26

3.25 2.41 2.40 2,63 2.31

3.67 3.15 2.06 2:83 2.91

3.34 '2.50 2.46 2:60 2.31

3.23 2.5.7 2.40 2.67 2.23

4.21 2.73 2.96 3.14 2.98

3.12 2.63 2.71 2.90 2.47

3.16 '2.75 2.60 2.72
o-

2.50

3.47 2.46 2.51 2.64 2.31

3.40 2.65 2.71 2.81 2.54

4.18 3.78 4:20 3.88 3:79

3.48 2.73 2.68 2.86 - 2.60 I

°

5.32 5.00 5.71 5.11 5.07

5.22 4.75 5.52 4.86 4.96

5.05 4.73 5.45 4.74 4.95

4.88 4.45 4.88 4.47 .4.28

4.92 4.74 5,40 4.92 4.94

4.42 4.50 5.08 4.50 4.56

4.35 3.90. 4.28 3.98 3.86

4.95 4.58. 5.19 4.65 .4.66.

1

.

3.68 4.80" 4.86 3.87 4.38

3.66 4.54 4.61 3.52 4.24

3.57 4.32 4.42 3.55 4.04 .

2, 3.80 4.64 4.61 3.93 4.34

4.25 4.63 5.08 4.42 4.53

3.54 3.98 4.05 '3.49 3.95

' -3.62 , 4.32 4.33 3.39 4.16

3.51 4.27 4.21 3.63 3.98

3.91 5.06 5.13 4.05 4,88

3.68 4.86 4.97 4.19 4.57

3%89 4.89 4.89 3.94 4.54

3.80 4.10 4.16 3.83 3.90

3.74 4.53 4.53 0.82 4.29
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(Table TWo, cont.)

Manipulation

Int Like Cans

,

Efft Appr

deceit 4.86 3. 5.2.4 5.61 4.64. 5.14

threat b 4.89 5.42 5.51 .4.96 5.32

explicit rejection
aversive atimulatic*

5.09
5.01

5.20
5.61

5.7f,

5.67

5.04

4.99

.5.35

5.62

surprised 3.98 4.85 .5.11 4.21 4.58

overall mean 4.77 5.26 5.55 4.83' 5.21

Empathy

3.41 3.47 3:t4 3.24 3.41
disclaimer
empathy

V 3.01 3.12 3.12 .
2.83 2.81

altruism 3.01 3.68 3.77 3.27 3.46

no self-authority 3.39 3.18 3.12 2.88 2.89

overall mean 3.21 3.36 3.41 3.06 3.14

Expertise

3.82 4.34 4.43 3.71 4.19
negative expertise
poSitive expertise 3.74 4.00 3.97 3.38 3.78

Ldharacter appeal 3.38 4.03 4.07 3.39 3.72

1

overall mean 3.65 4.12 4.16 3.49 3.90

'*1
Ingratiation

3.82 3.92 2.89 3.12 3.59
promise
pre-giving 3.86 4.25 4.44 377 3.89

liking . 3.73 4.08 4.07 3.42 3.87

hinting 3.85 3.66 _
3.80 3.48 3.59

overall mean 3.82 3.98 3.80 3.45 3.74

A

Negative Exchange ,

/,

detlt 3.36 4.09 4.17 3.57 4.03

negative comparison 3.16 3.92 4.14 3.65 3.83

do for you 3.56 4.00 4.19 3.70 4.01

overall mean 3.36 4.00 4.19 3,70 4.01

N4otiation

3.24 J.00 2.84 2.98 2.76
concesqion
c9mpromise 3.29 2.65 2.44 2.48 2.29

mutual talks
..

3.29 2.79 2.77 2.90 3.14

Overall mean 3.27 2.81 2.68 2.79 2.73
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(Table Tyo, cont.)

Emotional Appeal

Int .Like Cons Efft Appr

hurt: 3.25 . 4.31 4.50 3.68 3.97

pleading 3.55 4.31 4.37 '3.64 4.06

overall mdan 3.40 4.31 4.44 3.66 4.02

Equivocition

4.04
3.98

4.02'
3.52

3.89
3.46.

3.89
3.47

4.18
3.49

choice ,,

equivocation

overall mean

f2.211112Llaa

benefits
consequences

4.01

4.08

3.74

3.77

4.15
4.14

3.68

4.50,

4.58

3.68

3.88
4.09

3.84

4.17
4.06

overall mean 3.91 4.15 4.54 3.99 4.12

*statements adapted from*Bales' categories
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TABLE THREE.
Frequency Proportions in Clusters

Information Processing

*asks opinions xx
*asks suggestions
simple statement

*offers suggestions
*asks for information
*expresses agreement
explanation
reject w/alternatives
*offers information
*offers opinion
new information

Nonnegotiation

personal rejection
simple refusal
no discussion
*expresses disagreement
'irrelevant expertise
no obligation
false compromise

Identity Managing

moral appeal
negative altercasting
reasonable--P
positive altercasting
reasonable--R
obligation to others
positive esteem
positive self-feeling
negative self-feeling
interpersonal cost
negative esteem
no self-interest

Manipulation

91 xx
36 40 xx
59 61 26 xx

82 84 34 60 xx
35 35 27 31 34 xx

54 53 27 41 58 24 xx

43 44 20 58 44 29 43 xx

62 61 27 73 62 34 40 51 xx.

59 55 28 73 55 33 37 50 77 x
15 16 08 23 19 09 19 22 28 .25 xx

xx
73 xx
72 74 xx
56 55 52 xx

60 66 67 48 xx

39 54 53 41 57 xx

15 18 17 17 27 36 xx

xx
70 xx
65 61 xx

68 63 63 xx

37 41 55 39 xx

40 40 39 45 27 xx

54, 50 45 64 27 41 xx

50 39 42 54 23 32 62 xx

51 53 44 42 26 36 51 55 xx

42 50 43 36 30 31 34 37 54 xx

52 55 51 47 34 30 59 51 67 53 xx

28 23 28 25 20 45 29 27 24 21 32

deceit xx

threat 66 xx

explicit rejection 53, 59 xx

aversive stimulation 51 65 59 xx

surprised 32 34 27 48 xx

Empathy

disclaimer xx

empathy 62 xx

no self-authority 45 49 xx

altruism 43. 48 30 xx z

25
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(r 'Ile Three, cont.)

Expertise

positive, expertise xx

negative expertise 60 xx

character appeal 47 44 xx

Ingratiation

promise xx

pre-giving 58 xx

liking 56 58 xx

hinting 21 31 34 xx

Negative Exchange

negative comparison xx

debt 51 xx

do for you 35 45 xx

Negotiation

concession xx

compromise 49 xx

mutual talks 27 47 xx

Emotional Appeal

hurt
pleading

Equivocation

xx
46 xx

choice xx

equivocation 43 xx

Explanation

benefits
consequences

xx
41 xx

*statements adapted from Bales' categories



Information Processing

FIGURE ONE
Clusters of Tactics
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(Figure One, cont.)

Negative Exchange

do for you debt 4neg comp

Negotiation

concession4r-lcompromise(7-mutual talks

Emotional Appeal

hurt*--4pleading

Equivocation

choice*-4equivocation

2xp1anation

consequencesIE-Hpbenefits

a
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,APPENDIX -ONE

Illustration of Concepts in'the Vocabulary Section

The following example will serve to clarify some concepts in the vocabulary

section; it is a conversation analyzed in previous research.

A - Do you have time to help me out on my French?

WhBl. n?.e

A
2'

- Tonight.
a

B
2'

Tonight?

A
3'

I know it's finals, but I just need a little help.

B3: How much do you need? I have an exam coming up.

A
4

: As much as you can.

B' Well, like how much?
4

A Well, I don't know 'cause I don't get these first letters that, I
5 don't know, as much as you want. Do you have any time?

B5: Well, I have some spare time, but I think I would like to spend it

on my studies. But, how bad is your French?

A
6'

I'm failing it, so I really need heDD. But I don't know, can you

help me?

B6: Well--

A7: A little would be good enough, I mean--

Yeah, I could do that, uh, we could study together if you want, and if
B7.

you have any problem, then you could ask me then. Like, I study for.

my own, and you study for yours. Then if you have any'problems with

French, you can aSk me then.

A
8'

Okay, that's good.

B
8"

Okay.

Yeah, I need help pretty good.A9.

B
9"

Okay.

This conversation represents an episode, and since the participants came

to a mutually .satisfactory goal through a progression of controlled-thoughts,

the episode is an eXample of "coordinated conversation.", Situational

features are not entirely discernable here; we may assume that the

participants are friends (as they,were instructed to assume in enacting the

'episode). A clearly will benefit if B cooperates, and B might lose studying

time if s/he does. A apparently believes s/he has a .right *to make a. request

of Bi" although the first utterance -(A1) acknOWledges that the request may be
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untimely.
There :- no intiation phase in the episodic development. Normally, some'

exchangeof '7,ings would occur be'fOre,A.proceeds to Rule Definition in'

A
1.

Rule,Con. ltion appears to occurimmediately in B by asking when

help is needed. HoweVer, confirmation is not complete kaaen in A
2
the

request appears to go out of bOunds. for the accepted rule. ,In acts-A, through

B
7'

strategic develppment'occurs, with A providing reasons why B should he,lp

and B attempting to meet those demends without too much sacrifice. Acts

A
8
through B

9
represent the terMination or leave-taking phase of the

episode.
The interpersonal task in the conversation is'B's accomodation to A's

t request. It is the behavior which A is trying to elicit. The strategies

used by A are to exchange information and make the request based on his/her

exceptional need (failing..the class). Specific tactics used are simple

request .(A1) and altruism (A6).
A. rule apparent in the conversatiOn is One concerning helping behavior,

and maybe expressed,R1: A friend is obligated to respond-to a request,

provided:the request is reasonable.
'The outcome of the episode in the conversation is accompdation, because

somp,revision of the rule has occurred. B acknowledges A's right to ask for

help, but does not offer as much help ,as A appears to want. Had B offered

. a counter-rule (e.g., It's not fair to ask for anything during finals) and

later given it up; the outcome would have 1:;een acquiescence. Compromise

would have been the outcome had B agreed to tutor A just thiS once, but had

informed A that the request would not be.honOred in the future. Finally,

coadjuvancy would have beet the,outcome had A and B negotiated specific

rules governing future occurances of similar episodes.
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